August 15, 2014

Bid 14-15/02 Consulting Services for Access Control Alarm & Alarm Monitoring

ADDENDUM No. 2

This addendum supersedes items of the original contract documents wherein it is inconsistent with it. All other conditions remain unchanged. The following changes, modifications, corrections, additions or clarifications shall apply to the contract documents and shall be made a part of and subject to all of the requirements thereof as if originally specified or shown. It is the responsibility of the bidder to review the list of attachments to ensure that the addendum is full and complete. This Addendum modifies the original Bid Documents for the above Bid. *Acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the Bid Form. Failure to do so may subject Bidder to disqualification.*

1. Will Peralta CCD submit the design package developed by the winning consultant to DSA?

   *Answer: PCCD will be responsible for obtaining DSA permits, but consultant needs to provide specifications and drawings.*

2. Does the winning bidder need to have a PE on its local staff to sign the DSA design submittal?

   *Answer: Consultant needs to provide an architect’s or certified engineer’s stamp of approval so the District can obtain DSA approval as needed for ADA doors*

3. Does the design scope of work include specifying electric door hardware?

   *Answer: Consultant needs to field survey existing hardware, and then assist the District on specifying new door hardware on the bid specs and drawings.*

4. Does the design scope of work include specifying electrical power for the security equipment?
Answer: Yes, Final bid specs and drawings need to specify all electrical power that is needed to complete the project.

5. Please identify who the previous consultant that Peralta was working with.

Answer: The previous consulting group was Catalyst Consulting Group.

6. Please confirm the winning security consultant/designer will not be allowed to propose or be awarded future security work associated with this RFP?

Answer: That is correct.

7. Please confirm that the total (including design, construction, electrical power, locking hardware, and IT) project budget is $700,000.

Answer: Budget at this time is $750,000 but the District reserves the right to increase or decrease at any time based on other demands Districtwide.

8. Will Peralta require an architect for the selected design team?

Answer: Consultant needs to provide the necessary professional services needed to provide a complete design, and architectural/engineer(s) stamped approval for a complete bid spec, drawings, and possible DSA approval for ADA access.

End of Addendum Two